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Groups are shown to be special homomorphic imags of inverse semigroups 
that are residually finite (actually: every element has only finitely many elements 
a/-above). This also leads to a new approach to the Burnside problem. These 
results extend an earlier paper (J. C. Birget and J. Rhodes, J. Pure Appl. Algebra 32 
(1984), 249-287), but can be read independently. Our goal here is not so much to 
prove theorems about inverse semigroups as to demonstrate the usefulness of the 
constructions of J. C. Birget and J. Rhodes, J. Pure Appl. Algebra 32 (1984), 
249-287. 0 1989 Academic press, IIIC. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
We shall write semigroups (and in particular, groups) as homomorphic 
images of semigroups that are residually finite in a strong sense: they are 
“finite-$-above.” 
(1.1) DEFINITION. A semigroup S is finite-y-above iff for every element 
s of S the set {x E S/x ar s} is finite (where a9 denotes Green’s j-order; 
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see [2] for a definition of 2,); in other words, all f-classes of S are finite 
and there are only finitely many y-classes above any given one. 
(1.2) Fact. If a semigroup is finite-y-above then it is residually finite. 
Proof: If S is finite-/-above then each Rees quotient {x E S/x aB J}” is 
a finite homomorphic image of S (where J is any f-class of S). Moreover 
S can be embedded in the direct product of the above Rees quotients 
(letting J range over all /-classes of S). 1 
The above definition can be applied to the other Green relations. A 
semigroup S is finite-Y-above (resp. W or Z) iff for every element s of S 
the set {x E S/x > s} is finite, where > denotes aY (resp. 2% or a*). 
(1.3) Expansions 
An expansion is, informally speaking, a systematic way of writing 
semigroups S as homomorphic images of other semigroups S that have 
nicer properties; moreover the homomorphism S * S should be such that 
some important properties of S are preserved in S. 
We shall now describe three particular expansions that we shall later 
apply to groups. 
(1.4) The Expunsion - 5i! 
Given a semigroup S, the semigroup 3” is given by the set of pairs of the 
form 
WY SI, SlSZ, . . . . SlSZ .“Sk},S& -**Sk), 
where k is a positive integer, and s,, sz, . . . . sk are elements of S; 1 is the 
identity of S1 (the monoid generated by S, S1 = S if S has an identity, S1 is 
S with an identity added otherwise). 
The multiplication of two elements (set,, x,), (set,, x2) of S” is defined 
by 
(set,, xl).(setz,x,)=(set, ux, -set,, xix*) 
(where x1 .set, denotes {xi yz/y, E set,}). 
It is easy to check that 3” is a semigroup and that S” is a subsemigroup 
of the semidirect product (g(S), u ) * S (where elements are multiplied 
using the same formula as for s”; (Pf(S), u ) denotes the semilattice of all 
finite subsets of S, under union). 
S is homomorphic image of 3” through the following function: 
(set,x)ES”HxES. 
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(I.5 ) The Expansion - 3 
In a similar way we define 3” by taking pairs of the form (si . . sk _ , sk, 
{si ...sA-isk, . . . . . . . sk- isk, sk, l}), with multiplication (x1, set,). 
(x,, set*)= (x,x,, set, .x2 uset,). 3” maps homomorphically onto S by 
(x, set) E 3” H x E S. Also 3” G S +r (PY(S), u ) (where *’ denotes the 
reverse semi-direct product given by the multiplication formula of 3’“). 
(1.6) Fact. 3” is finite-W-above, and S” is finite-P-above. 
Proof: Let (set,, s) be an element of 3”; we have to show that there 
exists only finitely many elements (set,, X)E 3”” such that (set,, s) <* 
(set,, x). However, (set,, s) & (set,, x) implies that either (set,, s) = 
(set,, x) or that for some (set,, u) E s”: 
(set,, s) = (set,, x) . (set,, 24) 
= (set, u x. set,, xu). 
In both cases we have set, c set,. (Also, by definition of s9, x~set,.) 
Thus, since set, is a finite set, there are only finitely many choices for set, 
and x, and hence s’yg is finite-g-above. 
The proof that 3” is finite-T-above is similar. 1 
(1.7) The Expansion A (2) 
Finally we define an expansion S (2) (due to K. Henckell) which maps 
homomorphically onto both 3” and 3”. The elements of Sf2) are of the 
form 
si)i m variable with O<m <k I , 
where (s,, . . . . sk) is a finite sequence of elements of S. By convention the 
“empty” products l-I:=, si and nf= k+ r si are equal to 1 (the identity 
element of S ’ ). 
The multiplication in SC2) is defined as follows: let 
c={(&i=fi+ls$ m variable with 0 < m <k , 
and 
n variable with k < n <k + r 
I 
E sc2); 
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then 
q variable with 0 < q <k f r . 
It can be checked that this multiplication is well defined and associative. 
SC*) maps homomorphically onto S by 
m variable with 0 <m <k 
92, maps onto P by mapping the above element onto 
({II?= 1 si/” G m < k}, n:= i si) E s”, and it maps onto 3” by taking 
(nt==,si, {nr=,+,si/O~m~k})~~~. 
Moreover the diagram 
of the above defined homomorphisms commutes. 
(1.8) Cut-Downs to Generators 
Let A be a subset of S which generates S (we write S = (A )). Then 
inside ss, s”, SC*) we consider respectively the subsemigroups $7, 35, 
Sy) generated by sets which are in one-to-one correspondence with A: 
ST = (((1, a>, a)laEA)p (the subsemigroup of 3” generated by 
elements of the form ({ 1, a}, a), with a E A); 
Sff = ((a, {a, l})laEA)3,; 
Sy)= (((1, a), (a, l)}/aEA)gc2). 
The semigroups 37, sf, Sy) are called the “cut-downs to the generators 
A”; they map homomorphically onto S, and S(j) maps onto ff and 37 
(using the same maps as for !?, s*, SC*), restricted to ST, ST, S y), respec- 
tively ). 
We also have the following: 
(1.9) Fact. 37 is finite-W-above, and 3: is finite-Y-above. 
(The proof is the same as for 3” and s”.) 
More information on these expansions can be found in [l]. 
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(1.10) An Example 
Before applying these constructions to arbitrary groups let us first 
consider the special case of the group of integers Z (under addition), and 
compute tc2j 
i 
i, + , ) (the expansion h (*) of b, cut down to the set of 
generators - 1, + 1 } ). 
An element of zy?i, +,) is of the form 
n variable with 0 G n <k , 
where (a,, . . . . uk) is a sequence of generators (ai E { - 1, + 1 }); the “empty” 
sums Cy= I a, and Cg+ i ai are set equal to 0. 
The sequence (ai, . . . . ak) of elements in ( - 1, 1) can be represented uni- 
quely by the diagram of partial sums: plot Cl=, ai on the y-axis and n on 
the x-axis. For example, Fig. 1 represents the sequence (1, 1, 1, - 1, - 1, 
-1, -1, 1, -1, -1). 
Consider the function {(C;= i ai, x2+, a,)/0 d n < k} HQ (E z), where 
z= i a,EZ, M=max i u,/O<n<k (>O), 
i=l { i= I > 
m=min f u,/O<n<k 
i I 
(GO); then also m < z < hi. 
i= 1 
Moreover given z, m, ME Z with m < 0 i A4 and m < z < IV, a unique 
element of P~!i,il maps onto (Ez): take {(j, z-j)/m<j<M} (here we 
need the fact that we use the set of generators { - 1, l}, which makes the 
sum C;= i ai “continuous in n”). 
On the set .S={(~u)/m<O<M, m<z<M) let us define the 
multiplication 
FIGURE 1 
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It is easy to check that this turns the set S into a subsemigroup of 
((N, max) x (-N, min)) * (Z, + ) (where *, x denotes semidirect, resp. 
direct product); moreover now 4 is an isomorphism from zy! ,, i ) onto S. 
One can also check that S( N z’(‘1 i,, )) is finite-/-above. 
This example leads to vast generalizations, as we shall see next. 
II. APPLICATION TO GROUPS 
(11.1) PROPOSITION. Zf G is a group generated by a subset A then 
ey ‘v G; N q. 
In particular: eC2’ N G” 1: G” (taking A = G). 
Proof. We saw already that for any semigroup S = (A), Sy) maps 
homomorphically onto 3: and onto 3:; we have to show that if S is a 
group G these maps are injective. 
In the case of cf (the case of Gf is dual), the map is 
however, if G is a group, 
={(~lui~(~lui)-l.~l.i)iO~n~k}- I 
(11.2) COROLLARY. Zf G = (A) is a group then @)( N G: N @) is 
finite-j-above. 
Proof We showed earlier that for any semigroup S= (A), 37 (resp. 
3:) is finite-&above (resp. finite-Y-above). Hence, by the isomorphisms 
of (II.l), r;‘y) is both finite-&above and finite-Y-above. That Gy) is 
finite-#-above follows from the next lemma. 1 
(11.3) LEMMA. Zf a semigroup T is both finite-&-above and finite-y- 
above, then it is finite-y-above. 
Proof. Given t E T we have to show that there exist only finitely many 
elements XE T such that x>> t. From the definition, x aB t iff (3~ E T): 
X~YYY,a > t. Since T is finite-W-above the set { y/y2, t} is finite; also 
since T is finite-Y-above there is only a finite number of choices for x such 
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that x 2p y, given y (let that number be n(y)). Then the number of choices 
of x such that x a3 t, given t, is at most C,, 1, n(y), which is a sum of a 
finite number of finite terms. 1 
Remark. Proposition (11.1) and its corollary are not valid for arbitrary 
semigroups. However, the expansion n (2) can be generalized to an expan- 
sion h (3) such that sy) is finite-y-above for any semigroup S= (A); also, 
3% and .!$ are finite-/j-above. See [ 11. 
Remark. If 1 E A then GT (in the above notation) is a monoid; the 
identity element is ({ 1 }, 1). 
(11.4) Zdempotents 
Since the homomorphic image of an idempotent is an idempotent, and 
since the only idempotent of a group G is its identity 1, the idempotents of 
@( N (!?T 2: @)) are of the form (set, 1). Conversely, such elements are 
idempotents: (set, 1). (set, 1) = (set u 1 -set, 1 . 1) = (set, 1); moreover the 
product of two idempotents of (?z is an idempotent: (set,, 1). (set,, 1) = 
(set, u 1 *set,, 1 . 1) = (set, u set,, 1). 
The idempotents of cf can be considered as the “kernel” (l)q-’ of the 
morphism q: 87 -++ G. 
Moreover: 
(11.5) Fact. If G is a group generated by a subset A, then the idem- 
potents of e: ( N cf N &J) form a semilattice (in fact a subsemilattice of 
(?Pf(G)v u )I. 
Proof This follows from the multiplication formula for idempotents: if 
(set,, i), (set,, l)~Gz then (set,, l).(set,, l)=(set, uset,, 1). Recall that 
q(G) denotes the set of all finite subsets of G. j 
Remark. From the above and from (1.4) it follows that c? < 
(l)q-’ * G. 
(11.6) ~OPOSITION. Let G be a group generated by a subset A, and 
assume {a-‘/a E A } E A. Then CT ( N cf N @)) is an inverse semigroup. 
Proof: We saw already in (11.5) that the idempotents of & commute. 
For e: to be an inverse semigroup we still must show that &j is regular 
(i.e., for every s E Cf, there exists x E @j such that sxs= s). This can be 
checked easily: if (set, g) is of the form 
(set, g)=({1,al,a,a2 ,......, ala2...an_l,ala2...an_la,), 
ala2 *..a,-,a,) 
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(set’, g’)=({l,~~‘,a;~a~~, ,......, u;‘a;J,~~~ug’, 
u,‘u;; l.. .u,‘u;‘}, u,‘u,=’ 1 . . .u;‘u;‘) 
= (g-l *set, g-l) 
we have (set, g) . (set’, g’) . (set, g) = (set, g). m 
Remark. An inverse semigroup is by definition a semigroup satisfying: 
For every s E S there exists a unique SE S such that SSS = s and SsS = S. It is 
a fact that a semigroup is inverse 8 it is regular and its idempotents 
commute (see, e.g., [2]). 
Since @ is inverse it has a representation as a semigroup of partial 
permutations. Here we have a more special representation, namely as 
partial permutations of the group G with cotinite domains. This will be 
described first; then we represent CT as partial permutations over @ itself 
(Preston-Vagner representation). 
(11.7) Fact. CT ( N c? 2: Gy)) has a representation by partial per- 
mutations of the set G; the domains of these partial permutations are 
colinite (i.e., their complements are finite). 
If G is infinite this representation is faithful. 
Proof: Recall (1.4): for any semigroup S, 37 < (gP,(S), u ) * S. It is also 
well known that if fi and fi are two partial functions (from a set X into 
itself) with respective domains D, and D,, then flfi (the composition, 
under right action) has domain D, n (D2)f;‘. All this inspires the 
following 
Claim. GT < (c?QG), n ) * G’“‘, by the embedding 
i: (set, g) t+ (set, g-l). 
Notation used: PC,,,(G) is the set of all colinite subsets of G; G’“’ is the 
group G under reverse multiplication: g, r g, = g, g, (G”” is isomorphic - 
to G); set = G - set (complement of set within G). Moreover the 
semidirect product * corresponds to the composition of partial functions: 
for (Dl, gl), (D,, g,)~(%,dG), n 1 *G”’ define (Dl, g,).(D,, g2)= 
(01 nD2 ‘6’7 g, ‘A. 
Proof of the Claim. The function i is clearly injective. We show that i is 
a morphism: 
(set,, glWt2, g2) = (set, u gl -set,, g, g2)c Cf. 
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i: (set, u gl .set,, gl g2) 
I-+ (set, u gl .set,, kl g2)-‘)E%or(G) * G’“‘; 
and 
(set,, g,)i.(set,, g,)i= (set,, g;‘).(set,, s;‘) 
-- 
= (set, nset, c (g;‘))‘, g;’ rg;‘) 
= (set, n gl .set,, (8, g2)-‘) 
= (set, n g, .set,, (g, gz)-‘) 
= (set, u gl set,, kl g2)-‘) 
-- 
(Remark: one can check that in a group, g, . set, = g, . set,.) This proves 
the claim. 
Finally, we consider the morphism 4 which to a pair (set, g)E 
@%AG), n) * G”’ associates a partial permutation gl,,, defined by: 
XE GH x r g = gx. if x E set. It is clear that 4 is a morphism, by the 
definition of the semidirect product (PC,,,(G), n ) * G’“‘, and the previously 
given multiplication of partial functions and their domains. 
If G is infinite then no cofinite set is empty; thus gl,,, has a non-empty 
domain, and since G is a group, the knowledge of x E set and g . x uniquely 
determines g. Hence, if G is infinite, gl,,, determines (set, g) uniquely, and 
so the representation is faithful. 1 
(11.8) Remarks on the Preston-Vagner Representation of @f 
For a description of the Preston-Vagner representation of an inverse 
semigroup by partial permutations the reader is referred to [2]. 
Let (set, g) 6 (77; so (set, g)-’ = (g-l .set, g-l). 
(11.9) Fact. The Preston-Vagner domain of (set, g) is 
CT:. (set, g)-’ = {(X, x) E GJ/x . set c X} 
= { W, x)/(-K x). bet, g) = 6% xg>}. 
Proof Assume (X, X)E GT. (set, 8))‘. Then there exists (Y, y) such 
that (X,x)=(Y, Y).(g-‘.set, g-l) = (Yuyg-‘.set, yg-‘) so y=xg 
and X= Yu yg-’ . set = y u x . set, hence x . set c X. Therefore (X, x) . 
(set, g) = (Xu x .set, xg) = (X, x). 
Conversely, assume (X, x) . (set, g) = (X, xg). Then Xu x . set = X, hence 
x.setsX, and also (X,xg).(g-‘.set,g-‘)=(Xuxgg-‘.set, xgg-‘)= 
(X,x). So (X, x)=(X, xg).(set, g)-‘EGff .(set, g)-‘. u 
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Interestingly the domain of (set, g) is determined by the set-coordinate 
alone (being { (X, x)/x . set E X} ). 
On the other hand the action of (set, g) on this domain is determined by 
the group-coordinate g of (set, g) alone, (since for (X, x) E c$. (set, 8))’ 
we have (X, x) . (set, g) = (X, xg)). 
Because of this the Preston-Vagner representation of Gf by partial 
permutations of CT itself is actually equivalent to a semigroup of partial 
permutations of the group G (i.e., permutations of the right regular 
representation of G restricted to subsets of G). Indeed the following holds 
(by the above remarks): 
The action of (set, g) restricted to c?:. (set, g))’ is entirely determined 
by the action of g restricted to the set (XE G/3(X, x) E CT: x .set E X} c G. 
This representation is faithful (like the Preston-Vagner representation). 
The Preston-Vagner representation has the following property with 
respect to the Rees quotient: 
(11.10) Fact. Let S be an inverse semigroup with an ideal I. Then there 
exists a unique homomorphism E such that the following diagram 
commutes: 
S3S 9 , s(ifs$Z),orO(ifsEZ)ES/Z 
PS 
I I 
PSI/ 
fs >S3sl,-1 + sI~,,.~-~ (ifs4Z)or01co, (ifsEZ)ES/Z<A,,, 
where q is the Rees quotient morphism, ps (resp. ps,,) is the 
Preston-Vagner isomorphism into the symmetric inverse semigroup over 
the set S (resp. S/Z), and E is uniquely defined by E(S) =sIss-l (if s $I) or 
01 ioj (if s E I). 
Proof: We must show that E is a function. 
Firstofall:s~ZiffS~-‘~Z(sinces~Ziff~-1~ZiffS~-1~Z).Therefore 
the partial function sIss-l (with domain Ss-‘) determines whether SEZ or 
s$Z. Hence if SEZ we know from sIss-l that E(s(~~-~)=~~~,,~. 
If s#Z the action of s on S/Z.s-’ is determined by the action of s on 
Ss-’ (since (S-Z)s-’ c Ss-‘). We still need to know how from Ss-’ and 
Z we determine the domain S/Z~S-~=(S-Z)S-‘-ZU (0) (ES/Z). This 
follows from the following property: (S-Z) -s-l -I= SC’ -I. (Indeed, 
the inclusion c is clear. For 2 : x E S. s - ’ - Z implies 3y E S: x = ys - ’ $ I. 
We havey#Z, otherwiseys-‘EZ. Thusx=ys-‘c(S-Z)s-‘). m 
In fact (11.10) the partial permutation 01 t0j can be replaced by the empty 
permutation 8 (whose domain is the empty set). That way S/Z is embedded 
(faithfully) in ys- I. The symmetric inverse semigroup &, is embedded in 
48 l/120/2-4 
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js in a natural way (an element of js-, is a permutation restricted to the 
subset of S - I and subsets of S - Z are also subsets of S). 
(11.11) Recall that S= @ is finite-j-above (11.2). Such semigroups can 
be written as elementary projective limits of Rees quotients (these quotients 
are finite semigroups if the semigroup is finitely generated, i.e., here, if A is 
finite); this is described in [ 1, Proposition 10.31. So: Sz I, 1 Z, 2 ... 2 
I, 2 . . (where Z, is the ideal of elements of 2-depth > n) and 
S = elem. proj lim S/Z,+ i ‘In WL 
n-m 
r r 
\V \v 
s2 ... 2 &l,+, 2 &,“I . . . . 
By the remark at the end of (11.9) one can also consider c?: as a sub- 
semigroup of flG, and @/Z, as a subsemigroup of B;x., where X,, is the 
union of the domains (in G) of all the elements of cf - I,, (considered as 
embedded in &); so X,, = {x E G/(3(X, x) E (?f - Z,)(3(set, g) E & - I,): 
x.setEX). Then (since X, sX,,+i cG) 
CT = elem. proj lim Cf/Zn + i 4n WZ” 
r r 
Pv”+,)~ Kw”) 
\V \v 
90 2 ... 2 %x,+1 2 yx$.... 
So ef is an elementary projective limit of inverse semigroups (which are 
finite if A is finite) made of partial permutations on G. In the limiting 
process (as CT is approached) the domains of the partial permutations are 
allowed to become bigger and bigger. 
Another property of the expansions - 91, * z, h t2) (cut down to a set of 
generators A) is the following (see [l] for proofs). As before, G denotes a 
group generated by a subset A. 
(11.12) Fact. The subgroup of G$) ( N c: N cf) are exactly all the 
finite subgroups of G (up to isomorphism). 
Also: 
(11.13) Fact. If G has no finite subgroups (except the identity { 11) then 
Cy) ( N 6j N 6f) is H-trivial (i.e., every z-class is a singleton). 
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III. THE FREE GROUPS AND THE FREE INVERSE SEMIGROUPS 
PROPOSITION. ’ Let G be the free group over the set of generators A, and 
let 6= {aC1/aEA). 
Then 67,, is the free inverse semigroup over the set of generators A. 
Remark. Before proving the proposition let us give a few definitions. 
We already defined “inverse semigroup’ under (11.6). The free inverse 
semigroup over the set of generators C can be described as follows: let c = 
(E/c E C} be a disjoint copy of C, and consider the semigroup presented by 
the generators C u C, with the relations wWw = w  and WWWW = WwwW, for 
each word w  over CuC (here Wis defined by w=~?,...Z~ifw=x, “.x,,, 
and X = E if x = c E C and 2 = c if x = E E C). References like [ 5-71 contain 
further information on the free inverse semigroup. 
Proof of the proposition. We shall prove that if G is the free group 
generated by A then ef,, is isomorphic to Scheiblich’s construction SA, 
which is isomorphic to the free inverse semigroup; we shall follow Munn’s 
exposition (in [S]) of SA, and refer to that paper for the proof that SA is 
the free inverse semigroup. See also [6]. 
Let us first describe Scheiblich’s construction S, (in the version exposed 
in [S]). This construction uses the fact that every element of the free group 
G can be represented as a unique reduced word over A u A. In the sequel 
we identify elements of G with these reduced words. 
If x and y are such reduced words we write x < y if x is a prefix of y (i.e., 
y can be written y = xw for some w  E (A u A)*). Equivalently, x < y iff 
x aa y, where a9 denotes the &order of the free semigroup (A u 2) + . 
If X is a finite subset of G, define 
min X = {x E X/x is minimal for the &order of (A u A) + within X} 
= {x E X/x is maximal for the prefix order < within X} 
= {xEX/(vyEX):x>gl y*x=y), 
(i.e., m&r X is the set of those (reduced) words of X that are not prefix of 
another word in X). 
Finally we define S, as 
S, = {(X, g)/Xo+(G), X=&X, and (3x~X): g>,x 
(when g is represented as a reduced word)}; 
’ That C$? I is the free inverse semigroup if G is the free group over A was also discovered, 
independently of us, by Stuart Margolis and Jean-Eric Pin [4], and also by M. Petrich [8]. 
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the multiplication in S, is 
(where glX2 = IrkI .x2) I x2 E X2} E G, where r( g, x2) is the reduction of 
g,xz in G). It can be checked that this multiplication is associative. Also 
(see the references), S, is isomorphic to the free inverse semigroup over A. 
We now prove that S, N CT, 6. 
Consider the function 4: S, + cf,, defined by (X, g) H (close(X), g), 
where close(X) is defined as follows: if U is any subset of G, w(U) = 
{x E G/( 3u E U): x a9 u} (i.e., w(U) is the set of all prefixes of the 
(reduced) words in U). 
Clearly, q3 is a well-defined function over S,. Also, q5 is injective, since 
minclose(X)=m&rX(=XifX=@X). 
We still must show that 4 maps into GT,., that q5 is surjective, and that 
it is a morphism. 
Claim 1. If (X, g) E S, (i.e., X=I& X, 3u E G with g2, U) then 
k!S%(X), g) E Q” ,Lf. 
Proof of Claim 1: Let X= {ui, . . . . u,}, where each ui is a reduced word 
(representing an element of G). Then, consider the unreduced word w  = 
u,u;‘u,u,’ . ..U.U,lgE(AuA)+, and write this word as w  = (x,, 
x2, ***, x,) with xi, x2, . . . . x, EA u,?i. Now let a= { 1, xi, r(x,x2), . . . . . . . 
r(xIx2 . ..x.)} E G, where r(x1x2 . . . xi) denotes the reduced word in G 
obtained from x,x2 . . . xi; so set is obtained by taking all the prefixes of the 
unreduced word w  = ui ~1 l . . . U,U; ’ g, and then reducing those prefixes 
in G. 
It is clear that r(xlxz . ..~~)=r(u~u.~...u~umlg)=g, and that 
(set, d4”A. We shall prove that (set, g) = (w(X), g) (which will 
imply Claim 1). 
That w(X) E set is clear from the definition of a. 
To show that set E w(X), consider any prefix of w  = ui UC ’ . . . U, U; ‘g 
(i.e., cut this word w  and take what is to the left of the cut). If w  is cut 
within some ui (or at the boundary of u,), then the reduced prefix obtained 
will be a prefix of ui (since ui is itself a reduced word); hence this prefix of w  
belongs to w(X), since ui E X. If w  is cut within some u;‘, then write ui 
as (Y, 3 ..‘, Yk, yk+ 1, ..., Y/h then u;’ = (Y,‘, ..a, Yi: ,, Y/p, ---, yr’); sup- 
pose w  is cut between y;;, and y;‘. Then the reduced prefix obtained is 
r(uIu;’ ‘.*ui-lu,~‘~‘ly, “‘ykyk+] “-ypy~““y~~l) 
= 0, ‘**yk)=.h *“Yk, 
which is a prefix of ui (and is reduced, since ui is reduced). It follows that 
this prefix of w  belongs to a(X), being a prefix of ui E X. 
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Finally, if the cut is made on g the reduced prefix obtained is a prefix of 
g (since g is reduced). Moreover, since g is a prefix of some uj (by 
assumption for elements of S,), the reduced prefix of w  obtained is a prefix 
of uj, and hence belongs to w(X). 
This proves Claim 1. 
Claim 1 states that q5 maps into @,,. 
Claim 2. 4 is surjective. 
Indeed, for any (s&, g) E CA v 2, the element (mimset), g) belongs to S, 
(since g us&* g is a prefix of a word of min(set)). Moreover q5: 
(min(set), g) H (close mimset), g), (set, g) E and close min(set) = set if 
G, vA, by the proof of Claim 1 (if min(set) =X with (X, g) E S, and 
&, g) E (2” 67 then we proved that u(X) = set). 
Claim 3. I$ is a morphism. 
We have to show that for (X,, gl), (X,, gZ)E S,: -(Xi u g,X,) = 
W(X,)u g, .&(X). 
El IfwEclose(X,)thenwEclose(X,ug,.X,).IfwEg,-&(X,)then 
(hEclose(X w=r(g, .u) (reduced in G); 
hence (1x E X,)(3u E G): u prefix of x, and w  = r(g, u). 
Two cases arise: 
(1) w=r(g, .u) is a prefix of g,; then WE&(X,) since 
g, E-(X,); hence WE-(X, u g, -A’,). 
(2) w=r(g,.u)isnotaprefixofg,.Thenwecanwriteg,=y,aand 
u = 6 ‘p, with w  = r( g, U) = y,p in reduced form; p is a non-empty word. 
Then we can write x = o-‘~5, and r(g,x) = ypl = w< (in reduced form). 
So w  is a prefix of r(g,x)Eg, .X7, hence wEclose(gl -X2)& 
&(X, u g, *X2). 
q If WE&(X, uglX,) then WE-(X,) or wE&(g,X,). If we 
close(g,lk;) then (3x, E X,): w  is a prefix of r(g1x2) E G. Let us write 
r(g,x,) in the form y1 <I (a reduced word), where g, = y,/3, x2 = p-‘52 (for 
some p E G). 
Two cases occur: 
(1) wisaprefixofy ,; then w  is a prefix of g,, hence (by the 
definition of S,) w  is a prefix of a word in X,, which implies w  E&&X,). 
(2) w  is of the form yi <, where < is a prefix of c2; then w  = y1 { = 
r(ri/Q-‘~) =r(g, ./I-‘(), where B-‘c (which is a reduced word since x2 = 
p-‘c2 is reduced) is a prefix of x2, which implies w  E g, .-(X1). 
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This proves Claim 3. 1 
Remark. In an earlier example we computed ai’:, ~ I ). Since Z is the 
free group generated by { + I}, it follows from this proposition that 
q%-1) is the free inverse semigroup over one generator. 
The structure theorem for Z(2) (+r,-r) given in the example is almost 
identical to a result of Gluskin (see [5] for references), and of B. Schein. 
IV. TORSION; BURNSIDE PROBLEM 
Let G be a group generated by a subset A. 
(IV.1 ) Fact. If g is a torsion element ( E G) satisfying g” = 1 and if 
(set, g) is an element of c$ N (ef N G!j)) then (set, g)2n= (set, g)“. 
Proof. (set, g)“= (set. { 1, g, . . . . gnP1}, l), hence (set, g)” is an idem- 
potent (see the earlier study of the idempotents of Gf). 1 
From this fact it follows that if G is a (bounded) torsion group then e: 
is a (bounded) torsion semigroup. If G satisfies the identity xn = 1 then CT 
satisfies the identity x2n = xn. 
If G is a bounded torsion group satisfying x” = 1 then the set of 
idempotents of CT is exactly {Y/s E e:}. 
(IV.2) Remarks on the Burnside Problem 
A Burnside group is a bounded torsion group presented by a set of 
generators A and an identity xn = 1, for a fixed n (i.e., for every word x 
over A, the relation x” = 1 holds). 
Let G be the Burnside group generated by A and satisfying Y = 1. Then, 
by what was proved earlier, 
GyJ N c: N Gr is finite-f-above and satisfies the identity x2” = x”; 
if A= (a-l/aE A}, then Gj42LA has also these properties, and is in addition 
an inverse semigroup; moreover, &j, A u t, ) has all the above properties, 
and is in addition a monoid. 
We also have for the Burnside group 
G N (32) - AuAu{l}/*“=y”~ 
which denotes the semigroup presented by the generators A u 2 u { 1 } and 
the relations w; = w; (wQ w2 arbitrary words over A u a) together with the 
multiplication table of G21 d u t i ) . This isomorphism holds since reducing 
@-2LZ” (1) modulo the identity xn = y” is equivalent to identifying all idem- 
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potents with the identity element of @J,,, (,); hence G$??,, (,)/Y = y” 
satisfies the identity x” = 1 (where here 1 denotes the identity element of 
@.f~~u~l~,~=,r). Also ((1, a-‘}, a-‘)“=({l}, 1) in G~~au(l)/~n=y”, 
and hence, 
((1, .-’ ),a-‘)=({l,a-‘},a-l)“+’ 
=({l,a-‘,a-2 ,...) a-“+‘,u-“,u-“-l),u-“-l) 
=((l,un-1,un-2, . ..) u},u”-‘) 
=((l,u},u)“-‘; 
so wJa”(lJ,&JP is generated by the set A. Moreover Gyi a(1 1,x”= y” 
clearly maps onto G (which also satisfies xn = y”). It follows, since G is the 
“free” group for the identity xn = 1, that c??? Av (1),x” = Y is isomorphic 
to G. 
Burnside conjectured around 1900 that the “Burnside groups” are finite. 
In the 1960s however S. I. Adian proved that if IAl 2 2, n 2 665, and n odd, 
then the corresponding Burnside group G is always infinite; what is even 
more interesting (and even harder to prove) is that under these conditions 
the only finite subgroups of G are cyclic (see [9]). 
Applying our expansions to the Burnside group we obtain the following: 
(IV.3) PROPOSITION. Zf G is a finite group of odd order then G is a 
homomorphic image of a bounded torsion semigroup S whose finite subgroups 
are cyclic. (Moreover we can assume that S is a finitely generated inverse 
monoid and is finite-$-above; hence (by [ 1 ] ) S is an “elementary” projective 
limit of finite semigroups.) 
It is remarkable that the Burnside conjecture has so far only been dis- 
proved for odd exponent n. It is generally conjectured that for n even and 
large enough the Burnside group will be infinite. The finite subgroups 
might however not be all cyclic if n is even. 
The above proposition can be compared to the Thompson-Feit theorem: 
If G is a finite group of odd order then G is solvable. 
This inspires the following question about finite groups. 
Question. Is G solvable iff G is a homomorphic image of a bounded 
torsion semigroup S whose finite subgroups are all cyclic? 
Or more generally how are those two classes of finite groups related, and 
what happens if we put additional constraints on S, e.g., S is an elementary 
projective limit (see [ 1 ] for a definition) of finite semigroups, all satisfying 
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the same bounded torsion identity xU + b = x” and all having only cyclic 
subgroups? 
By the theorems of Adian and of Thompson and Feit, the answer to the 
question is of course “yes” for groups of odd order. 
If the answer is also “yes” for all groups of even order then all Burnside 
groups of even exponent must contain non-cyclic finite groups. 
Remark. In the above question the requirement that S be bounded tor- 
sion is necessary; it is known that every finite group is the homomorphic 
image of a torsion monoid whose subgroups are finite cyclic (see Rhodes 
C31). 
There are strong ties between all this and complexity theory of finite 
semigroups, in particular the following question. 
Can a finite semigroup of complexity 2 (or 12, with n > 2) ever divide a 
bounded torsion semigroup which is an (elementary) projective limit of 
finite semigroups of complexity one? 
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